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Abstract

FAIR operation and notably the new FAIR Control Centre will be based on a ‘fully-digital’ control paradigm for which about 500 generic digitizers covering analog bandwidths and sampling frequencies from a few MHz to a GHz will be deployed. The aim is to acquire all pertinent accelerator systems and beam parameters to facilitate a multi-mission of continuous performance tracking, (semi-)automated feedbacks and setup tools, early detection and isolation of hardware failures or near-misses, and to provide a dependable generic platform for equipment experts that enables post-mortem analyses or remote diagnostics.

The goal of the controls integration was to provide a generic abstraction of the vendor-specific electro-mechanical form-factor and software interfaces based on modern software-defined-radio (SDR) principles [1]. In addition to ns-level-synchronised time- and frequency-domain based acquisitions, the interface provides a wide range of generic user-configurable signal post-processing routines common for SDRs and also found in many modern bench-top oscilloscopes, spectrum or vector-network analysers.

The acquired raw and derived signals are exported to the FAIR control system using a standardised front-end software architecture (FESA) and a common middle-ware (CMW) [2–4]. Further integration goals were to simplify possible future extensions, compactness, readability, reusability, testability, and long-term maintainability of the code-base which led to the re-use of established open-source signal processing and data fitting frameworks such as GNU-Radio and ROOT [1, 5, 6]. While explicitly kept open for new or other specific digitizers or SDRs, the initial integration, prototyping, and testing have been done for the PS3000, PS4000, and PS600 series of digitizers from Pico Technology [7].

INTRODUCTION

The generic digitization project aims to provide data acquisition (DAQ) to (e.g. purely analog) devices that do not provide their own DAQ or those that have requirements on signal bandwidth, dynamic range, ADC resolution, or complex signal post-processing that cannot be met by the standard embedded front-end controller systems (FEC) for FAIR [8, 9]. The system improves upon OASIS’s original ‘distributed time-domain oscilloscopes’ concept described in [10, 11], extends the concepts also for frequency-domain signals, and – based on more than a decade of experience with such systems – deploys modern commodity-type hardware, separation-of-concerns (SoC) and new software-defined-radio technology concepts.

DEPLOYMENT ARCHITECTURE

In 2003 high-performance digitizer used to be very costly. Hence one digitizer was typically shared among several systems, their signals routed often through long signal cables to RF relay switching matrices, before being actually digitized. As of 2019, even high-performance digitizers became much more affordable and the RF switches and long cables started to dominate the total costs and complexity of the given installation.

Thus, FAIR employs a one-digitizer-per-device paradigm with the DAQ placed as close to the accelerator device as possible, minimising cable lengths, omitting costly RF switching matrices and their reliability issues, thus also optimising the signal integrity, and in turn crucially minimising the controls integration complexity. This paradigm change and the use of more powerful server-type CPUs also facilitates more modern, device-specific SDR-type signal post-processing further described below.

CONTROLS INTEGRATION

The selected commodity hardware provides good analog and digital performances, reliability figures, long-term supply chain availabilities and competitive total cost of ownership that rivals most custom-, in-house or specific purpose-built systems (based e.g. on VME, NIM, Micro-TCA etc.).

Electro-Mechanical Integration

In order to nevertheless provide the ruggedness, remote monitoring, and form-factors required in an industrial accelerator environment, we designed an open-hardware electro-mechanical integration for the digitizers operationally deployed at GSI and FAIR, shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1: GSI-designed integration of PicoTech’s PS3000-series digitizer into a rugged 19”-1U form-factor.

The small modular 19”-1U form-factor facilitated also an easy upgrade of analog equipment in the existing GSI facility which do not have their own dedicated DAQ and that are often located where free rack space is scarce.

Figure 2: Prototype integration of PicoTech’s PS4000-series digitizer into a rugged 19”-1U form-factor.
About 250 digitizer systems are being deployed at GSI. The form factor will also be extended for SDRs and other digitizer platforms in the future.

Health-Monitoring-Interface

For reliability and availability reasons, each digitizer enclosure is redundantly powered by two power supply units (PSU), its USB power separated from the FEC, and includes a health-monitoring-interface (HMI) that monitors and tests the automatic fail-over circuitry as part of an ‘as-good-as-new’ verification. It monitors the temperatures of digitizer and PSUs as preventative indicators, and allows both remote software- and hardware-based resets of the enclosure, in the unlikely event of frozen FPGA firmware or issues with the host drivers.

While operation will depend on some digitizers providing input to slow beam interlock systems, the high level of monitored redundancy is primarily needed due to the very large number of systems to be deployed (≈ 500), because many of the digitizers will be installed in locations that are inaccessible during beam operation, and to limit the number of unscheduled repair or maintenance interventions.

As a non-critical functionality, the HMI board furthermore provides simple user-configurable digital IO- and SPI-type interfaces to allow in-field prototyping or to perform, for example, simple (non-critical) control of relays or any other user-specific hardware. The embedded Raspberry Pi may be used as a FEC itself – albeit in a non-operational prototype environment with limited ms-scale timing synchronisation.

Front-End Controller Software Integration

An overview of the FEC software architecture stack is shown in Figure 3. The deployed digitizers provide up to 8 analog channels and up to 16 digital external trigger ports, out of which one is usually connected to the FEC’s timing receiver card, while the others may be connected to the user-defined device-specific digital signals. In order to precondition the device’s specific analog and digital signals to fit the digitizer input constraints (amplification, filtering, mixing, clamping, etc.), equipment owners are responsible to provide analog front-ends, if necessary.

The digitizer FEC consists of a 1U form-factor high-performance commodity server, may control up to four digitizers, and houses a White-Rabbit (WR) timing receiver to receive and generate precise hardware triggers [8]. The WR receiver signal either triggers the digitizer DAQ directly or is interleaved as a tag to continuously synchronise the transmitted data stream. Throughout the facility-wide timing network, the acquisition triggers are cable-length-adjusted and phase-stabilised down to a few nanoseconds across multiple digitizers and other standard FEC-based systems [9].

The primary task of the FEC is to provide an abstraction layer for the vendor-specific physical hardware interfaces (e.g. USB, PCIe, LXI, etc.), low-level driver software and external FESA controls interface to other controls sub-systems and user-level applications (e.g. the Archiving System, Sequencer, GUIs, etc.) [2–4]. This modular abstraction facilitates future upgrades within vendor-specific product lines or integration of products with similar functionalities but different driver or hardware interfaces.

The initial digitizer interface relies on USB 3.0 as a robust standard that is expected to last. Besides the modular separation between digitizer and FEC rack-mounted enclosures, USB is relatively easy to integrate into a Linux software environment. Notably, the USB interface provides substantially higher data transfer bandwidths compared to earlier and in particular oscilloscope-based DAQ controls integrations where these used to be an important bottleneck. The large bandwidth also facilitates SDR-applications with continuous streaming rates in the order of 125 MS/s, as well as triggered time-limited acquisitions of signals with analog bandwidth in the hundreds of MHz to GHz range (base-line: typically 10 acquisitions per second with up to 5 ms long segments sampled at 2 GS/s).

Signal Post-Processing Blocks

As part of the separation-of-concerns paradigm, the low-level DAQ integration is performed using the GNU-Radio framework (GR) and relies on its ‘signal-source’, ‘-processing block’ and ‘-sink’ paradigm [1]. In this context, the digitizer has been integrated as a GR source and the digitizer’s FESA (light blue blocks) and GNU-Radio (green blocks) system overview.

As part of the separation-of-concerns paradigm, the low-level DAQ integration is performed using the GNU-Radio framework (GR) and relies on its ‘signal-source’, ‘-processing block’ and ‘-sink’ paradigm [1]. In this context, the digitizer has been integrated as a GR source and the digitizer’s FESA (light blue blocks) and GNU-Radio (green blocks) system overview.

The different post-processing modules may be combined into online and user-definable chains. While the GNU-Radio library already provides a myriad of signal processing blocks, a limited number of additional post-processing blocks have been implemented that are less common in SDR applica-
MEASUREMENT EXAMPLES

The first prototype digitizer and FEC FESA server have been deployed during the 2018/2019 experiment run to assess the integration, operational deployment processes, system interdependencies and other aspects that could not be tested in a lab-only environment during the initial design phase. These tests were very valuable and provided the opportunity to reassess and improve some of the system’s aspects prior to moving to the large scale where modifications become more difficult. Figures 6 and 7 provide some examples of the first signals measured and integrated via the new generic digitizer framework.

Figure 6: Example SIS18 extraction kicker waveform.

Figure 7: Machine status display showing the different running beam-production-chains, interlock status summary, digitized main dipole current and beam intensity as a function of time. The display is available both in the control room and via a web-site.

An important lesson learned: while the low-level digitizer, DAQ schemes, FESA server, and front-end communications have been tuned for a high throughput performance, it turned out that for the large number of signals and new opportunities to combine signals from vastly different devices, the top-level GUI framework needed some improvements in terms of latency and display performance as reported in [12].
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